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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a finite group with a BN-pair, as defined by Tits in [2]. In 
working out the representations and characters of G, it has become 
fashionable in recent years to realize G as the group of fixed points of the 
“Frobenius endomorphism” of a reductive algebraic group and to apply a 
peck of algebraic geometry. This is, of course, legitimate by Tits’ 
classification of finite BN-pairs of rank >,3 in [ 171. It is pointless to argue 
with the success of such a methodology; one need only contrast Steinberg’s 
statement in his lecture notes [ 15, p. 2441 that “the theory is in poor shape” 
with Deligne and Lusztig’s proof in [7], only some eight years later, of the 
MacDonald conjecture, which rendered the representation theory in basically 
good shape. (See Lusztig [ 1 l] for a good overview of all of this.) 
If one chooses to eschew Tits’ classification and to stay close to the BN 
axioms, then, of course he is pretty much constrained to studying the 
constituents of the representation affording the permutation character 1,” (in 
modern jargon, the principal series unipotent representations). From the mid 
1960’s to the early 1970’s, the principal tools for studying these represen- 
tations were the Hecke algebra (see [8]), and later the generic algebra (see 
[2] or [5]), both of which served to make representations contained in 1,” 
correspond to representations of the Weyl group W. They were indispensible 
in computing, for instance, the degrees of the constituents of 1,” ; see [l] and 
the references contained therein. Unfortunately, these algebras did not aid in 
constructing representations, save for the few instances in which primitive 
indempotents could be constructed (see [5] or [9]). 
In his 1969 paper [ 121, Solomon showed how to obtain the so-called 
Steinberg representation in the top homology module of the Tits complex 
(defined below) of a finite BN-pair. Since his work makes no reference to 
any classification results, his construction is truly elementary. Presumably, it 
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was hoped at the time that other representations could be had from the Tits 
complex, but this theme was not pursued. 
There is some evidence that interest in Tits-like complexes is being 
revived. For example, in (61 the authors used a spherical building (which for 
semisimple groups is the Tits complex) to obtain the character of the 
Steinberg representation. In [4, Sect. 31 Curtis introduced coefficient systems 
into the Tits complex and discussed applications and problems. In [ 161 we 
discussed various subcomplexes of the Tits complex and showed that the 
homology is manageable nough (i.e., it accumulates in the top dimension) 
to make for effective use of the Hopf trace formula. This in turn serves to 
identify those representations in 1: we have obtained. 
Now let 7~~“) = l,, n(l) ,a.., 7~~“) = St (Steinberg representation) be the 
reflection compound representations of G, as defined by Kilmoyer in his 
thesis [9]. In this article we shall show how to obtain these representations 
explicitly as G-submodules of homology modules of certain subcomplexes of 
the Tits complex, in case G is of type A,, B, or C,. One should bear in 
mind, however, that these representations have already been obtained by 
Lusztig in [lo] for all finite Chevalley groups via algebraic geometry. 
Indeed, he constructed these representations in the Frobenius eigenspaces of 
the Z-adic cohomology of the Coxeter orbit. Nevertheless, it is o;r feeling 
that there is untapped power in the Tits complex and it is our hope that this 
article will lend credence to this assertion. 
2. POSETS AND TITS COMPLEXES 
Assume, for the moment, that G is an arbitrary finite group with a BN- 
pair. Let W be the Weyl group of G and let {We,..., w,,} be a set of 
fundamental reflections generating W, and set R = {l,..., n). For each Jc R, 
we set W, = (wj 1 j E J), and GJ = B W,B, a parabolic subgroup of G. Let 
J= R - {i}, i = l,..., n, and set G”’ = G,, W”’ = W, and so each G”’ (resp. 
W”‘) is a maximal proper parabolic subgroup of G (resp. IV). 
By definition the Tits complex of G is the simplicial complex d which has 
as vertex set (gG(” IgE G, i= l,..., n). A collection u of vertices is a 
simplex of d if and only if n u # 0, where the intersection is taken over 
those vertices contained, in u. Now fix JG R and define the subcomplex A, of 
A as follows. The vertex set is { gG”’ 1 i E J} (this differs from the definition 
given in [ 161) and the simplexes are those of A. Thus A, = A and A, = 0. 
Finally we define the Coxeter complex Z in the analogous way from the 
vertex set (w W(l) 1 w E W, i = l,..., n }. 
For any integer i > 0 and any JE R, we let H,(A,) denote the ith reduced 
homology group of A,, with coefficients in the rational field Q 
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(2.1) THEOREM. If (JI > 2 then H,(d,) = Ofor 0 < i < IJ( - 2. 
The above result is found in [ 16, Theorem 2. I], but later on in this section 
we shall sketch an alternative proof which applies in case G is of type A,, B, 
or C,. 
Let P be any poset with a unique minimal element d and a unique 
maximal element ‘i, and define the order complex K(P) to be the simplicial 
complex whose simplexes are the chains in P - {@I }. If every maximal 
chain in P has the same length n + 1 then one may define a rank function 
p: P+ {O,..., n + 1) in the usual way. If S E {l,..., n} define the rank-selected 
subposet P, of P by setting Ps =p-‘(S) U {6,-l}. 
For the poset P we write H,(P) = H,(K(P)). If for every subinterval I of P 
we have Hi(l) = 0 for 0 < i < dim K(I), then P is called Cohen-Macauluy 
(over 0). One easily checks that if P is Cohen-Macaulay then every 
maximal chain in P has the same length n + 1, for some n. Thus P has a 
rank function p as above, and P, is defined for each S s {l,..., n). The 
folIowing is known [ 13, Theorem 4.31. 
(2.2) THEOREM. If P is Cohen-Macaulay, then so is each rank-selected 
subposet P,. 
Therefore the strategy for proving (2.1) in the cases A,, B, and C, is 
clear. One simply must show that A = K(P) for some Cohen-Macaulay 
complex P, and that each A, = K(P,) for suitable S. 
Let G be one of the types A,, , B, or C,, and let R correspond (left to 
right) to the nodes of the appropriate Dynkin diagram 
We define a relation (<) on the vertices of A by stipulating that 
g, G”’ Q g, GUI if i <j and g, G”’ n g, Go’ # 0. We use the same notation 
(<) to denote the corresponding relation on the vertices of Z. 
We can show that (<) determines a partial ordering on the vertices of Z as 
follows. For type A, simply identify C with the first barycentric subdivision 
of the standard n-simplex, and identify the relation on Z with that deter- 
mined by face inclusion of the standard n-simplex. For types B,, C, identify 
Z with first barycentric subdivision of the (n - l)-dimensional hyperoc- 
tahedron, partially ordered by face inclusion. Note finally that if P, is the 
partially ordered set so determined (with 6 and “i adjoined) then K(P,) = Z. 
(2.3) LEMMA. The relation (<) determines a partial ordering on A. If P 
is the corresponding partially ordered set (with 0 and 1 adjoined) then 
K(P) = A. 
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Proof. Let g, Go1) < g, G”*) < g3Gu3). Then ( g, Gul), g, Gu2’} is 
contained in some chamber (i.e., an (n - I)-dimensional simplex) of A. Since 
G acts transitively on the chambers of A we may as well assume that 
g, = g, = 1, g, = g E G. From the Bruhat decomposition for G, 
G = U BwGci'), 
we have that g = bwg’, b E B, w E W, g’ E GuS). Since B stabilizes the 
fundamental chamber {G(l),..., G(“)}, we may assume further that b = 1. 
Thus gG (i3) > wW(“)B which implies that Wci2) n wW(~‘) # 0 by uniqueness 
of Bruhat decomposition [3,8.2.3]. But then Wcil) n wW(~‘) # 0 since (9) is 
a partial ordering on Z, forcing G(“) n gG(“) # 0. Thus Gul) < gGu3) and so 
(<) is a partial ordering on A. Finally to show that every chain 
(g, Gti”,..., g,G”k’) in P satisfies n g,G”‘~’ # 0 we use induction on k and 
argue as above, using the fact K(P,) = C (cf. [ 17, Proposition 3.161). 
We are now in a position to obtain Theorem 2.1 from Theorem 2.2, in 
case G is of type A,, B, or C,. Simply observe that P is Cohen-Macaulay 
as a result of the Solomon-Tits theorem [ 12, Theorem 11. It is easy to see 
that each A, = K(P,), and the proof is complete. 
Remark. The arguments above can be expanded so as to obtain (2.1) 
from (2.2) whenever the Dynkin diagram of G has no “forks.” The only new 
nontrivial addition to our list would be groups of type F,. 
3. INTERTWINING OF REFLECTION COMPOUNDS 
The next result is basic to our construction. 
(3.1) THEOREM. Let G be of type A,, B, or C,. Let J= (l,..., k}, 
J’ = {n -k + l,..., n). Then H,-,(A,) and Hk-,(A,,) share #) as a unique 
common constituent, of multiplicity 1 in each. Moreover, if G is of type A,, 
then Hk- ,(A,) and Hk- ,(A,,) are irreducible. 
Proof. From [5] it suffices to prove the analogous result for the 
corresponding Weyl groups. In [ 141, Stanley gives the complete decom- 
positions of the modules Hkel(ZJ), from which the assertion can be 
obtained. 
Therefore, in order to construct modules affording the rr(%, we need only 
construct a non-zero, G-equivariant map H,- ,(A,,) -+ Hk- ,(A,). By the 
second assertion in (3.1), this is unnecessary in case G is of type A,. 
However, our construction below works in this case as well. 
Let J z R be arbitrary; thus A, = K(P,), if m Q 1 JJ; set C,(P,) = @ Q,, 
where each Q, = Q and where u ranges over the m-chains of PJ. For each 
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such chain u we let pu, : Q-P @ Q, be the obvious coordinate function. 
k = (JI we have 
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Hk_-l(dJ) = Hk_-l(PJ) = ker(a: C,_,(P,)+ C,_,(P,)), 
where 
k 
34&) = c (-l)‘+‘P&o, mE4 (3.1) 
i=l 
and where if o = (Ej,, Ej, )*+.) Ej,) is a chain in P,, then ui = 
(Ej,,.**, Ej,_, 9 E,,+, ,***T E/J 
Now let J = {l,..., k], J’ = {n - k + l,..., n]. We shall denote by Ei (resp. 
xi) a typical element of rank i in PJ (resp. of rank n -k _t i in PJ,). For a 
maximal chain u = (n, ,..., nk) in PJ,, define 
O(o) = {chains (E, ,..., Ek)EPJI~i~Ei,~jjEj+l, 
l<i<k, l<j<k-l}. 
Define T: ck_ ,(P,,) --t ck_ ,(PJ) by setting 
T@,(m)) = c cl,(m), mEQ. 
The purpose of this 
(3.2) THEOREM. 
Tee(o) 
section is to prove 
Remark. If J= J’ = R then (3.2) is trivally true as O(u) = (6) for any 
chain u = (11, ,..., n,) Q PJs, forcing T = identity. 
Let z = 2 &&rz,) E ck_,(P,!). Then from (3.1) we obtain that 
z E Hk_,(P,,) if and only if the coefficients m, satisfy the conditions: 
(3.3) For any i, 1 < i Q k and for any fixed chain (n, ,..., rr_ 1, xi+, ,..., zk) 
in PJ,, Cm,=O, h w ere the sum extends over the maximal chains 
U= (K, ,..., 7Li_1, Xi, 7lt+1 ,..., Zk) in P,,. 
Next, assume that z = C pc,(m,) E Hk_,(PJ,), Then by (3.1) and some 
easy computations, one checks that 8Tz = 0 if and only if for every fixed 
chain (E ,,..., Ei_I, Et+ ,,..., Ek) in P,, 
C=CCm,=O, (3.4) 
Ei 0 
where the sum is over those Ei E PJ with Ei_l GE, < Ei+ 1, and over those 
chains u = (n, ,..., zk) in PJ, such that (E, ,..., Ek) E O(u). 
In preparation for the checking (3.4) we require three lemmas. The reader 
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will note that the analogues of these lemmas for the Coxeter complex are 
easily verified. 
(3.5) LEMMA. Let 1 <i< k - 1 and let xi E PJ,. Assume that Ei, 
E;<Ei+, with ni>Ei,E;. IfE,#E; then ni>Eitl. 
ProoJ Without loss we may assume that Ei = Gci), Ei+ i = G”+ ” and 
that El = wG(” for some w E W. If xi = gGth’ (h = n - k + i) we may 
assume that g = bw’ for some b E B and w’ E W. From Bw’GCh) n G”’ # 0 
and Bw’G(‘) n BwG”’ # 0 we obtain wf w(h) n w(i) + 0 and 
w’ Wth’ n w W”’ # 0 by uniqueness of Bruhat decomposition. By the remark 
immediately preceding (3.5) we have that w’ WCh’ n Wti+‘) # 0 from which 
it follows that gGth’ n G(‘+ I) # 0. 
3.6) LEMMA. Let 2 < i < k - 1 and let Ei-, < Ei+, , zip, Q ni < xi+, . 
Assume 
(i) Ei-,<Zi-, andEi+l<xi+,; 
(ii) ni-,$E,foranyEiEPJ with Ei-l<E,gEi+,; 
(iii) ni$Ei+,. 
Then there exists a unique E, E PJ with Ei-, < E, < Ei+ , and ni > Ei. 
Proof. That there is at most one such E, follows from (3.5). That there is 
at least one such follows from the corresponding assertion for the Coxeter 
complex. 
(3.7) LEMMA. Let E,-, < nt- 1. For any i, 1 < i < n - 1, set 
q= [B:BnwiBw,]. Th en or any nk > nk- 1 there are exactly q”- k elements f 
E,>E,-, with E,,<n, and E,z$n,-,. 
Proof. We may assume that EkTl = Gck-i), rtk = G(“). The number of 
elements E, between Eke, and xk is [GYk-” n G(“): G’k-l) n G(“) n Gtk’] = 
1 +q+ *** + qnwk. Of these, 1 + q + ... + qnekpl are dominated by xk-i. 
We are now in a position to prove (3.2). Let C be as in (3.4) and assume 
that 1 <i < k. We may write C = Co, ,&&m,, where 
(1) cu, is the sum over chains (a, ,..., xi-i) with xj > Ej, K,, $ E,, , , 
1 <j < i - 1, 1 < h < i - 2, and where xi-i $ Ei for any Ei satisfying 
Ei-I<Ei<El+,; 
(2) C(2) is the sum over chains (xi + 1 ,..., xk) with 7rj > Ej, n,, $ E, + , , 
i+l<j<k,i+l<h<k-1; 
(3) cw is the sum over pairs (Ei,q) with E,-,<Ei<E,+,, nl-,< 
?<%+I, E,~+L=h. 
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By (3.6) we have 
where xi ranges over all elements of PJ, satisfying xi_ I < xi & q+ 1. By (3.3) 
we conclude that 2 = 0. 
Next, assume that i = 1. Write C = CC2) CC3) m,, where &, is as above 
and Co) is the sum over pairs (El, x1) with x1 < x2, E, GE,, E, <n,, and 
E, 4 zl. In this case we have as in (3.6) that every x1 2 E, dominates a 
unique E, GE,. Thus, (3.3) implies 
where z1 ranges over elements of P,, satisfying x1 > E,. But then by repeated 
application of (3.3), obtain 
=(-l)k-‘C C ... C m,=O. 
nk nk-I>Ek Xl>E2 
Finally assume that i = k. Write 2 = Co, &) m,, where 
(1) co, is the sum over chains (n,,...,n,_,) with q>E,, n,$E,,+,, 
l<j<k-1, l<h<k-2; 
(2) c 2) 
k 
is the sum over pairs (Ek, q) with E,_ 1 < E,, nk- , < nk? 
E,<n,, E, ilk-1. 
By (3.7), obtain 
c (2, m, = qnpk C m,=O, 
nk>zk-1 
by (3.3). Thus (3.4) holds in all cases, proving (3.2). 
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4. NONTRIVIALITY OF T 
Let J, J’ be as in Section 3. The purpose of this section is to show that the 
G-equivariant map T: Hk-i(PJ,) + Hk-,(PJ) is not the O-map. To this end let 
u = @cl ,..., Q), where rci = Gtnek + i), i = I,..., k, and define the element 
where 1 is the length function on W. An easy computation shows that 
z E Hk-,(PJ,); we shall show that Tz # 0. 
In order to render our arguments more geometrical, we must discuss in 
more detail the concrete realization of C, alluded to briefly in Section 2. We 
shall assume throughout his section that G is of type B, or C, (the A, case 
is easier, and by (3.1), is unnecessary). Thus we may identify the Weyl 
group W with the group Z, j Sym(n), the group of “signed” premutations of 
the set { 1, 2 ,..., n). We let wi= (i,i + l), 1 <i<n - 1, We= (-n) be 
generators of W. Define the simplicial complex K to have vertex set 
{ l 1, l 2,..., M} and simplexes o = {i ,, ,..., i, }, where 1 i, ( # 1 i, ( whenever # s. 
If K’ = sd(K) is the first barycendric subdivision of K, we map Z + K’ by 
w w”’ w {w,..., w(i)} E K’. It is easy to check that the above map is a W- 
equivariant simplicial isomorphism. 
By the remark following (3.2) we may assume that 1 <k < n. Thus, 
assume that w0 E W is any element satisfying we(i) = n - k + i, i = l,..., k. 
From Z z K’ we conclude that 
w 
0 
w(1) n ww-kt I) f 0, w 
0 




~‘2’ n w(n-kt2) + 0, w. ~‘2’ n WC-k+ 1) = 0, (4.2) 
w 0 Wk) n w(n) + 0 9 w. w(k) n ‘w(,- 1) = 0. 
Let 5 = (Ei,..., Ek) s PJ be defined by E, = woGci), i = l,..., k. If 
u = (7r1 )...) ILL) is as above, then by (4.2) together with the Bruhat decom- 
position, r E O(u). Therefore, if z is as in (4.1) we can show that Tz # 0 by 
showing that the coefficient of ,u,(l) in Tz does not vanish. In turn, this will 
follow if we can show that r & @(~a) for any 1 # w E W,,. 
Therefore assume that w E W,, with r E 8(u) n O(wo). From the Bruhat 
decomposition we infer that 
w 
0 
~(1) n w(n-k+l) + 0, w W1)nww(+k+*)#O. 0 
Since W,, stabilizes the set (1, 2,..., n - k}, and since w. W”’ I--+ (n - k + I}, 
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we conclude that w(n - k + 1) = n - k + 1. Therefore w E W(n-k+‘). Next 
the Bruhat decomposition gives 
w 
0 
w(Z) n w(n--k+v f 0, w. w’*’ n WW(“-k+2) # 0. 
Since w stabilizes { 1,2,..., n-k+ l} and since w,W~*‘+++(n--k+ 1, 
n-k+2} we conclude that w(n-k+2)=n-k+2, so WE W(“-k+2’. 
Continue in this fashion to obtain w E W,, n W(“-k+ ‘) n . . a n W(“) = { 1 }. 
It follows, therefore that T: H,- i(P,,) + Hk- i(P,) is nontrivial. 
Remark. As explicit as the construction is, we cannot seem to recover 
much information concerning the character of rrck). For example, even the 
degree of rr (k) does not seem to be obtainable from T. 
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